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Urban Stone Collection

For your convenience, this product is stocked in our Central Service Center.
Orders placed before noon are available within 1 business day.
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QuickSHIP products are stocked in our Central 
Service Center. Orders placed before noon are 
available within 1 business day.

Very High Shade Variation: Natural stone products have an extreme 
variation in color, shade, veining and texture. To ensure an even 
variation, blend stones from multiple cartons prior to installation.
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**Very High Shade Variation** Due to the inherent characteristics of all natural stones, variations are guaranteed and part 
of the natural beauty of each stone. Since stone tiles are cut from large blocks, the patterning may be consistent within one 

carton but vary greatly from the next. Before starting an installation, it is imperative that all tiles be blended and sorted so 
the complete range can be seen. Mixing the tiles from all cartons will ensure a more uniform and well blended overall look. 54

HIGHLAND GRIS MARBLE

12x24 Honed
72MARHIG1224H

3x6 Honed
72MARHIG36H

3x12 Honed
72MARHIG312H Insignia Chevron 

Honed 72MARHIG12CH
Polished 72MARHIG12CP

12x24 Polished
72MARHIG1224P

3x6 Polished
72MARHIG36P

3x12 Polished
72MARHIG312P 3” Hexagon

Honed 72MARHIG3HH
Polished 72MARHIG3HP

10” Shelf Polished
72FIXHIGCS10

20” Seat Polished
72FIXHIGCS20

1/2x12 Somerset Pencil
Honed 72MARHIG512SPH

Polished 72MARHIG512SPP

2x12 Chair Rail Polished
72MARHIG212CP 2x2 Mosaic *

Honed 72MARHIG2MH
Polished 72MARHIG2MP

Note: All dolomitic stones tend to 
appear darker in color when the 
surface is polished whereas honed 
finishes appear lighter due of the 
nature of the duller surface. They also 
appear darker when they are wet. 
Field tile darkens significantly when 
installed.

Due to the inherent characteristics 
of this natural stone, the material will 
absorb moisture during the installation 
process and will look darker in 
appearance. As conditions will vary, 
it will take time for the product to fully 
cure and dry out.

* Limited Availability – Please confirm on 
hand inventory prior to ordering



**Very High Shade Variation** Due to the inherent characteristics of all natural stones, variations are guaranteed and part 
of the natural beauty of each stone. Since stone tiles are cut from large blocks, the patterning may be consistent within one 

carton but vary greatly from the next. Before starting an installation, it is imperative that all tiles be blended and sorted so 
the complete range can be seen. Mixing the tiles from all cartons will ensure a more uniform and well blended overall look. 76 * Limited Availability – Please confirm on hand inventory prior to ordering

MARINER MARBLE

3x12 Leathered
72MARMAR312L

2” Hexagon Leathered
72MARMAR2HL

10” Shelf Polished *
72FIXMARCS10

4x36x3/4 Threshold *
72436MAR34



**Very High Shade Variation** Due to the inherent characteristics of all natural stones, variations are guaranteed and part 
of the natural beauty of each stone. Since stone tiles are cut from large blocks, the patterning may be consistent within one 

carton but vary greatly from the next. Before starting an installation, it is imperative that all tiles be blended and sorted so 
the complete range can be seen. Mixing the tiles from all cartons will ensure a more uniform and well blended overall look. 98

MYSTIC MARBLE

3x6 Honed 72MARMYS36H
3x6 Polished 72MARMYS36P

1/2x12 Somerset Pencil
Honed 72MARMYS512SPH

Polished 72MARMYS512SPP

1x12 Pencil *
Honed 72MARMYS112PH

2” Hexagon
Honed 72MARMYS2HH

Polished 72MARMYS2HP

1x3 Herringbone
Honed 72MARMYS13HH

Polished 72MARMYS13HP

Note: All dolomitic stones tend to appear darker in color when the surface is polished whereas honed  
finishes appear lighter due of the nature of the duller surface. They also appear darker when they are wet. honed

polished

* Limited Availability – Please confirm on hand inventory prior to ordering



**Very High Shade Variation** Due to the inherent characteristics of all natural stones, variations are guaranteed and part 
of the natural beauty of each stone. Since stone tiles are cut from large blocks, the patterning may be consistent within one 

carton but vary greatly from the next. Before starting an installation, it is imperative that all tiles be blended and sorted so 
the complete range can be seen. Mixing the tiles from all cartons will ensure a more uniform and well blended overall look. 1110

WATERJET MARBLE MOSAICS

12x12 Cubic Honed
72WATCUB12

Fan Honed (.57sf)
72WATFAN109

Peacock Honed (.91sf)
72WATPEA1112

Rope Honed (.65sf)
72WATROP812

Waterjet Marble Mosaics are special order and have a two week lead time.  
Additional freight charges will apply.

Note: All dolomitic stones tend to appear darker in color when the surface is polished whereas honed  
finishes appear lighter due of the nature of the duller surface. They also appear darker when they are wet.



Mosaic’s honed and polished large format 
stone field tiles are all micro-beveled. This is an 
additional step that our manufacturers take to 
create a first quality, crisp and clean edge which 
in turn lends itself to a more beautiful installation. 

Competitors do not always take this extra step. 
Typical stone in big box stores may have a straight 
cut edge, that shows chatter details such as this:

Please note: Mosaics and pencils do not have a microbevel. Also, Leathered finishes do not have a 
microbevel since the texture is applied all the way to the edges.

Mosaic’s stones are a premium selection to ensure best possible results. The image on the left shows 
our inventory, while the image on the right shows the more diagonally veined and less consistent 
material that we have our manufacturers pull out to ensure that only the most beautiful premium stones 
arrive to us.

Alexandria, VA I Chantilly, VA I Fairfax, VA I Richmond, VA I Virginia Beach, VA

North Bethesda, MD* I Owings Mills, MD* I Greensboro, NC I Raleigh, NC

www.mosaictileco.com
Locally

Owned & 
Operated


